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A bstmd 
To minimize the ohmic power losses, it, is necessary to max- 
imize the transverse shunt. resistance, Rshunt. The cell of 
a rod-type RF& is modelled by a parallel t,wo-rod trans- 
mission line supported above a parallel ground conductor 
hy two legs. Due to coupling between neighbouring sup- 
ports, the loading impedance is modified depending on the 
leg spacing. The shunt rrsistance is improved hy reducing 
thr cell length and increa&g thrs leg spacing, and maxi- 
rrlixcti when the legs arp equally spared. However, t.his 1s 
also the condition for strong excitation of the unwanted 
‘even-mode’ in which a potential difference exists between 
t,he ends of t.he rods mid-plane and tht> grounding conduc- 
tor or tank. Once the lpgs of thP support arc longit,udi- 
nally separated, some even-mode excitation of the struc- 
ture is inevitable because some current must bc injected 
into the ground conductor; the even-mode excitation rises 
as leg separation increases. Furt#her, when the desirrd odd 
mode voltage is symmetric about the cell cent.rc, t.ho CVPII- 
mode volhgc is an&symmetric This paper is a very much 
abridged version of two internal design notes[3],[4]. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
We divide the RFQ into series connected unit, cells. &hunt 
is the cell-averaged inter-rod-voltage squared, divided by 
cell power loss. Our basic purpose will be to optimize 
&hunt as a function of cell length 1. The support struc- 
ture is, itself, an issue. How does one compare cases with 
different separation s between the two legs of the support? 
How does one assess the relative electrical coupling be- 
tween t,he support,s of neighbouring cells? Our strategy has 
been to model the support by a parallel plate transmission 
line, and for given transverse dimensions and resonance 
frequency of the structure let, t,he model itself det,ermine 
the leg separation s as a function of the cell length 1. This 
is discussed in sections 2 and 4. 

In the naive model[l], a plane passing through the cen- 
tre line het,wern the two rods (and perpendicular to the 
plane containing t,hem) is a ground plane. This aspect of 
the model does not agree with MAFIA code calculations 
reported by Andreev[2] and has prompted us to consider a 
model in which t,he st,ructure is excit,ed in a combination of 
‘odd’ and ‘even’ transmission line modes. This is disrussed 
in section 3. 

2 NAIVE MODEL 
Thp unit ~~11 (see Fig.1) consists of a length 1 of two-rod 
transmission line, characteristic imprdancr ZO) bridged at, 
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Figure, 1: Skc,tcll of ItFQ unit cc311 r~locl~l 

its centre by il support, of lump~~d impcdancc Zl, ThP 
line terminations arp takrn t,o \XZ oprn-circuit. so that thr, 
cell may function equally well as an end-rrll or one with 
left and right neighhours. The condition for rcwnanc-c 
is tan(,Bl/2) = +jZo/ZZr where /3 = w/c is the phase 
constant of the line. 

2.1 7-ran,svPrse stlllnt. rGstarl(.P 

The power dissipated is t,hcx sum of ohmic losses in t,hr rods 
and in t,hc support Thp rod current, I(z) and volt,agr r’(z) 
(list ril,ut,ic)ns, as a func‘tiori of position 2, conif friim solv- 
ing the telegraphists Pquations, assuming a time depeti- 
dence exp(+jwf). The current, changes step-wise across 
the support at location z = 0 by an amount V(O)/ZL. 
Hutcheon[l] modelled the support as a section of parallel 
plate transmission line. The current flow is confined to 
the interior (i.e. facing) surfaces of the two plates. For a 
given width and separation of the plates, their height h is 
determined from the resonance condition and so cannot be 
held constant while cell-length is varied. 

The transverse shunt resistance per unit, length is 

R $hunt = Zi[l + sincb’I]/{R:%[l - sinc@l] + P+tez} , (1) 

P p1at.s - - R~~~““[sin(~Z/2),l c0s,L3h]~[l + sirlcPhcos,3h](431/1) 

Here R,‘t$ and R$$“” are the resistances per unit. length 
(for given diameter of rods, and width of plates). Rshunt (I) 
has minima at $7 = 0, A and is a rather skewed bell-shaped 
curve between. Hence there is a maximum shunt resis- 
tance. However, it may occur that the optimum cell lengt,h 
is impractically small. Further, there are three deficiencies 
of the model which make this result rather unrealistic. (i) 
We assumed negligible separation of the support legs. (ii) 
We have not held t,he support height constant. (iii) We 
havfl ignored coupling bet,ween support,s of adjacent cells. 

3 EVEN AND ODD MODES OF LINE 

In the odd-mode excitation, there are positive and negative 
charges on the rods, equal and opposite currents flowing 
in the rods, and no free charges on the ground conduct,or. 
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In the even-mode rxcitation, there are equal positive (say) 
charges on both rods and a free negative charge on the 
ground conductor; t.here are equal currents flowing in the 
same sense in both rods and an opposit,ely directed cur- 

rent flowing on t,hc ground conductor. In the even-mode 
excitation, the mi&ptanc Mween thr rods is not a ground 
planr, ant1 there exists a pot,rntial difference bctwcrn the 
centr? tiricb and t,hc grnunded vacuum tank. 

3. 1 Sym hoi definitions 
We define od&rr~otte voltage 1% to be the electric field 
int,egral for a path perpendicular to the two rods and in 
the plane containing the rods. The V, path starts on one 
rod and t,crlninat,cs at. t,he ot,her. We shall call thr odd- 
mode current 1. 

WC% define even-mode volt,age 1; t,o be thr field integral 
for a pat,h prrpendicutar to the ground conductor and in 
the mid-plant brbwcten the rods. The \y, path starts on thr 
ground conductor and terminates at the plane containing 
the 1% path \Ve shall denote the even mode current ,I. 

3.2 7i:legrqjhists equations 
It ran t)e shown that L; couples only to I, and that r/y 
couples only to .I, and the relntSions hctwecn them are: 

ar/,/oz = -L,c?I/& ( a1/az = -czar/,/at (2) 

a\;/az = -L,i+J/i)t , aJ/a.z = -c,aVyjat .(3) 

L, and C:, are the mutual inductance and capacitance per 
unit length between t,he two rods. L, and C, are the 
distributed reactanc’es between the ground conductor and 
thr plan? cnntnining t,hr rods. 

3.3 Curr~nt,s in fegs of support 
The unit,-cell support is composed of two legs. The left 
leg is c-clnnt>c.tcd between t,he left, rod and the ground con- 
ductor. The right leg is connected between the right rod 
and the ground conductor. Left and right refer to view- 
ing along the rods in the direction of positive z. We take 
the cell to extend between I = *l/2! and the legs of the 
support to be symmetrically placed at z = &s/2. Sup- 
pose, that a current A’ flows off the left rod, down one 
leg, and then flows up the opposite leg of the support and 
on to the right, rod. We suppose the whole support has 
impedance ZL, and that, each leg contributes 2~,,/2. We 
assume t,hat this impedance is independent of the separa- 
tion of the two legs and is independent of the presence or 
absenrc of neighbouring unit, cells. Each leg is considered 
to be connected bct,ween a single rod and the centre-line 
of the ground conduct.or. The current down the left leg 
is lilf!ft = (‘L/Zl,)(Ci + Cr~/2)lt,-S,., The current down 

the right leg is -Krlghr = (‘L/ZL)(C;, - 1’,/2)ILz+q,2. The 

negative sign in front of Krlght derives from our chbice that, 
the current, flows up the right leg. 

3.4 Fimciamfwtaf symmetries of VT and 1% 
If Kleft and ICrlp~,l are not equal, then the currentSs flowing 
across earl] end of the unit cell are unequal, and the cell 

ceases to be a repeatable unit.. Hence the current,s Kl,r, 

and Icright are equal, in which case 

UW + Q)lz,-J,z = (VW - YJl,=+,,2 (4) 

From this it follows t,hat, if I’, is symmc~t,ric about, t.hc [-‘PIP 
tre of the unit ~~11, then Vy must be anti-synmletric. 

3.5 Odd-mode with ‘open ‘-tcrn~il~ati0rl.s 

We take the boundary condition for the odd-mod? of zero 
current (I) and rnaximum volt,age (LIZ) at, the ends of the 
unit cell. The distribution in the interior of the cell is then 
found by simultaneously integrating equations (2) from the 
cell ends towards the cell centre. The voltage distribut,ion 
V,(z) is symmetric by choice. Int,cgrating across the cur- 
rent discontinuities, that is rightwards across t = -s/2 or 
leftwards across z = +s/2 gives two rxpressions for the 
current distribution l(z) in the region --s/2 < t < +s/2 
Their equality implies t,hp condition: 

tan[p(l- 3)/2] + tar@s/2] = 

&(-s/2) - l’,(+s/2) 
+ V*(-s/Z) + 1)(+3/2) 1 (S) 

Equation (5) gives the support inipcdance necessary for 
resonance. Here ZG = dm 

3.6 Even-mode with ‘o!~en’-terminations 

To evaluate the resonance condition (5) we need an explicit 
expression for the even-mode voltage \!, and mode current 
J Because we have stipuJat,ed l(rt1/2) = 0, it, follows 
that .I(itl,/2) = 0 also. Thus the cell-~ntls arc ‘open’- 
terminations for the even-mode. 

We already know the voltage distribution vY(z) to be 
anti-symmetric. To find the current J we integrate (3) 
outwards from the centre (z = 0) across the discontinu- 
ities at -s/2 or +s/2 and towards the cell ends. Now, 
J(i1/2) = 0, and from this equality it follows that 

[Vy(-z/2) - ~‘~(+s/2)]/[li=(-s/2) + li,(+sp)] = 

- Z,y/{2Z,y SjZL tan[iql - s-)/2] - jZL/ im(&y!2)} (!;I 

The expression on the left hand side characterizes the 
relative importance of the even and odd mode rontribu- 
tions. For reasons of beam dynamics, it, is desirable to 
suppress the even-mode; and to accomplish this we must 
make the right hand side as small as possible. TOP most di- 
rect method is to reduce the leg separation to zero (s -+ 0), 
in which case the even-mode excitation is zero irrespective 
of the magnitudes of ZL and Zi = cm. 

3. 7 I!nit. cd1 rcsonancr corltfitiort 
We may combine equations (5) and (6) to determine the 
resonance condition : 

t,anv(l - 3)/2] + tan[j33/2] = 

Z,z 
[ 

2z,” 
‘z l - ,LZ,Y + jZL tan~T(E - 5)/2] - jZ,/ hn(M5/2) I 

It, is worth noting that, ZL pure ilnaginary is a solution of 

this equation. 
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4 FULL MODEL 

WC introduce a very crude r’nodel for the coupling of the 
supports of nearest neighbour cells. However, it does in- 
cludc the features: (i) couplin, g increases as cell size is re- 
duced, and (ii) the desired load impedance (for resonance) 
can he obt,ain<bd without varying t,he height of the support. 
We model the sllpport, as parallal plates, but allow current 
flows on both faces of thr plates; transmission lines arc 
formed (i) between the int,rrior faces of the plates of a sin- 
gle supp<>rl,, and (ii) between the exterior faces of the plates 
of adjacent supports. This h<a.s the effect of replacing the 
single loading imI~eclancr 2~ by two parallel impedances 
whose complement,ary values depend on the leg separation 
s. Thus, by varying s we may obtain (almost.) any desired 
load impedanc-r, while keeping the support height h con- 
stant,. This model becomes quit,r accurate in two extreme 
(‘a.ses: (i) ‘very long ~11s and (ii) very short unit cells. 

3.1 (?(1rrrerlt and voltage distribution 

The unit, cell has support legs placed at *s/2 We shall 
arums that the even-mode excitation is small and can be 
ignored. For simplicity, we suppose that current flow along 
the ground conductor is piece-wise constant. Let us sup- 

psC ii cxrrrnt Ii,,,, flows on t ht, innrr faces of the legs, 
and a current, PC,,, flows on the outer faces of the legs, 
and let, !\I dtnotc their sum. Let the impedance of the 
current, path between the interior faces of the legs of a sin- 
gle support, 1~ ZI,, and the impedance of the path between 
the exterior faces of nearest neighbour legs of two adjacent, 
supports bcb Zn, We take the cell ends to have voltage I$ 
maxima, and odtl-rrlode current I zero. The step changes 
in current are A[(-s,/2) = ii/2 and dl(+s/2) = X/2 
where K = I:(&s/2)[1/Z~ + I/Z,WM]. 

4.2 Resonance condition 
The resonance condition yields the requirement: 

tan[R(1 - sj/2] + tanbYs/2] = j(Z0/2)[1/Z~ + l/Zhl] (7) 

Now, for parallel plate supports ZL and 2~ of height h, 
width ~1, and respective plate separations s and I - s, 

&+&. lL) 1 
38 tanW) xs(l- (8) 

For fixed resonance angular frequency W, and fixed sup- 

port. height h. equations (7, 8) may be combined to give a 
transc-t,rldent,al equat,ion for the leg separation s. 

In general. as t,he ccl1 length 1 is reduced, so the total 
loading irripcdarlce ~~~~ = (Z, x Z,+j)/(z~ + Z,ff) nlrlstJ 

increase to maintain resonance. Now, ZT& is maximized 
when Zls = Z~vf Hence it follows that, as I decreases, so 
the ratio s/l increases t,owards the limit value of s/l = l/2. 
The limiting ceil length satisfies the condition: 

tan(@/4) x tan(fih) = (Zo/q)(w/I) (9) 

Beyond this value, I cannot be further reduced except by 
rnodifying thr support dimensions il and 11.r Equation (9) 

is also the condition for minimizing the impedance 2~ and 
thereby maximizing the current Ir’,,t flowing across the 
ends of the cell; which in turn implies the strongest possible 
excitation of the undesired even-mode. Here 71 = m. 

4.3 Transverse shunt resistance 
To calculate tht: total power loss, we should sum the even 
and odd mode contributions. However, we shall consider 
only the odd-mods. and so shall give an approximat,e result 
for the transverse shunt resistance &hunt x 

Z,” { (1 - 3/l)[l + sinc(3(l - s)] + (J/l)[l + sinc$.ql(l’*/\/o )‘I} 
P,OdJ(l, 3) + Pplatea(L 3) 

(101 
where the rod and support cont,ributions are 

P rods = c;; { (1 - s/l)[l - Sl?lCO(l - s)] + (J/l)[l - m$J](r’,/rb:12} 

[ 
sin@(i - 3)/Z] $ (Y,/vo)sinl.jjs/Z] 1 

2 
PplatesU, 3) = 4qy 

co@h) 
x 

{(t)(e)+($) [I + smc(ph) coQh)] 
23(5 -l) 

1 t - 12 
and the voltage ratio is VI /& = cosp(l - 3)/Z]/ COS[~S/~]. 

4.4 Properties of shunt resistance 
Usually there will be a region of ,Ol values where thr shunt 
resistance rises as l/1’ ilt the same time, the ratio s/l 
rises so that one goes from the case of (i) long cells, sup- 
ports far apart and legs very closely spaced; toward the 
case of (ii) short cells and leg spacing roughly one half thr 
support spacing. Event,ually, the limiting condition (9) 
will be achieved: when s = 1/2 we find r/b = k’l and the 
shunt resistance reaches the maximum value 

&hunt = 
[l + sinc(@/2)]Zi 

I?:“,$[1 - sinc(Pl/Z)] + Pplates (11) 

1 1 
2 

P p,atcs = 4R,4t”,;“” +$$ [l + 2(h/1)(1 + sincflh cos oh)] 

5 CONCLUSION 
The transverse shunt resistance of a rod-type RFQ can 
be increased by reducing the cell length. This implies in- 
creasing the spacing of the two legs comprising the unit cell 
support. However, this is also the condition for increasing 
the current flows along the ground conductor; and thereby 
causing strong excitation of the unwanted even-mode. 
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